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Abstract. Over the last few years, experiments have been performed on JET to study the dependence of the AE
stability limits on the main plasma parameters in different operating scenarios. The measurements are compared
with theoretical models with the aim of improving the prediction capabilities for burning plasma experiments,
such as ITER. An increase in the edge magnetic shear provides a significant stabilising contribution for AEs in
plasmas characterised by a monotonic q-profile. Conversely, with non-monotonic q-profiles and Internal
Transport Barriers, multiple weakly damped modes exist in the Alfvén frequency range even in the presence of a
high edge magnetic shear, with possible negative implications for the AE stability in ITER. The dependence of
the frequency and damping rate of n=1 TAEs on the bulk plasma β was also analysed using NBI heating in
limiter plasmas. The mode frequency decreases for increasing β, in agreement with fluid and gyrokinetic
predictions. Conversely, contrary to fluid predictions for intermediate and high-n TAEs, for low NBI powers we
observe a splitting in the n=1 TAE frequency spectrum, accompanied with a reduction of the mode damping rate.
The dependence of the damping rate for n=1 TAEs on the Larmor radius ρi has been investigated for plasmas
characterised by a low magnetic shear in the core. In these plasmas the coupling between AEs and kinetic Alfvén
waves is predicted to contribute significantly to the total damping rate for n=1 TAEs. This mechanism is
accounted for by the radiative damping model in the NOVA-K code, and is a strong function of ρi. Whereas
NOVA-K reproduces accurately the measured mode frequency, it is found that the calculated damping rate is too
small to account for the measured value under these experimental conditions.

1. Introduction

One of the main issues on the way to a magnetic fusion reactor is the stability of plasma
collective modes. Fast particle driven modes, such as Alfvén Eigenmodes (AEs), may cause
losses of fast ions, such as fusion born alpha particles in DT plasmas, significantly degrading
the plasma performance. The JET tokamak combines the capability of producing reactor-
relevant plasmas characterised by significant populations of fast particles with a unique active
mode excitation technique [1]. Information on the AE stability limits and its dependence on
background plasma parameters can be inferred in different plasma operating scenarios. This
paper presents recent data obtained with the AE active diagnostic system on JET. The
measurements are compared with various theoretical models, with the aim of improving the
prediction capabilities for future burning plasma experiments such as ITER.

2. The Effect of the Plasma Shape on the TAE Stability in the Conventional and
Advanced Tokamak Scenario

The dependence of the AE damping rate on the edge plasma shape has been systematically
investigated in the limiter phase of a number of discharges with a monotonic q-profile. In
agreement with the predictions of the gyrokinetic code PENN [2,3], it was found that the
increase in the edge magnetic shear, elongation and triangularity contributes to increasing the
damping rate γ/ω for global, antenna-driven, stable n=1 TAEs [4].

                                                       
∗  See annex 1 of J.Pamela et al., “Overview of Recent JET Results”, OV-1/1.4, Fusion energy 2002 (Proc. 19th

International Conference, Lyon, 2002) IAEA, to be published.
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Figures 1 and 2 show the results of recent experiments aimed at measuring the AE excitation
threshold, using the drive provided by resonant NBI ions with υ||NBI≈υA, for n=3÷10 TAEs, as
a function of the edge magnetic shear. These modes are expected to be more easily
destabilised by the fast particles in ITER than n=1÷2 TAEs. We compare plasmas with low
and high edge magnetic shear, in limiter and X-point configuration, respectively. For similar
background plasma conditions, one needs 30% less NBI power (PNBI=5.3MW compared to
PNBI=8MW), and further away from the resonance (υ||NBI≈0.8υA compared to υ||NBI≈0.95υA

due to a different plasma density) to destabilise TAEs with intermediate n’s in plasmas with
low edge magnetic shear than with high edge magnetic shear. On the other hand, for plasmas
with similar low edge magnetic shear and monotonic q-profile, PNBI=5.3MW is not sufficient
to destabilise n=0÷2 TAEs for υ||NBI≈0.8υA. This result confirms earlier predictions and
measurements on the stabilising effect of edge magnetic shear for TAEs in plasmas with
monotonic q-profiles. As expected, this effect appears to be weaker for radially localised
n=5÷7 TAEs than for global n=1÷2 TAEs.
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Figure 1. Limiter plasma with monotonic q-
profile: n=5÷7 TAEs become unstable at
PNBI=5.3MW, with |υ||NBI|≈0.8υA.

Figure 2. X-point plasma with monotonic q-
profile: n=5÷8 TAEs become unstable at
PNBI=8MW, with |υ||NBI|≈0.95υA.

In X-point plasmas with high edge magnetic shear but non-monotonic q-profile and a core
transport barrier, produced in the JET Reverse Shear scenario, a lower NBI power,
PNBI=4.5MW, is sufficient to destabilise n=3÷5 modes in the AE frequency range. Energy
well below the MeV range (which is needed to destabilise TAEs in conventional scenarios),
with υ||NBI≈0.3υA, seem to be sufficient [5]. This could be due to the coupling between kinetic
and drift Alfvén waves in plasmas with a deeply non-monotonic q-profile, a high value of q0

and negative magnetic shear in the core [6].

3. The Effect of the NBI Heating Power and Plasma β on the Frequency and Damping
Rate of n=1 TAEs

One important question to address to accurately predict the TAE stability in ITER is the effect
of the plasma normalised pressure, β=2µ0p/B2, on the mode frequency and damping rate [7].
Figure 3 shows the measured mode frequency and γ/ω for a n=1 TAE in #52191 during the
NBI heating phase. As predicted by fluid [8] and gyrokinetic models [9], the mode frequency
decreases with increasing β. We also notice a clear decrease in the damping rate when PNBI,
hence β, increases, up to PNBI=3÷4MW. For these levels of NBI power no major changes are
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observed in the plasma profiles (q, pressure, density and temperature), which maintain the
characteristic L-mode shape.
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Moreover, we observe a second n=1 TAE for
increasing PNBI, up to PNBI≈4MW. These two
modes are very closely spaced in frequency,
|ω1-ω2|/ωTAE≈0.05, where ωTAE is the centre
of the TAE gap. Figures 4a and 4b show an
example of this observation during the NBI
phase of #52191, for PNBI=0Å3MW. Fluid
models predict an increase of γ/ω with β for
high-n AEs as the mode frequency decreases
and the wavefield gets localised close to the
gap. Therefore the observed decrease in γ/ω
for increasing β is not consistent with these
predictions. Similarly, the appearance of two
n=1 TAEs very closely spaced in frequency
for 2<PNBI(MW)<4 is not consistent with the
prediction of a transition from a single TAE
to multiple kTAEs proposed in Ref.[10].

Figure 3. The measured damping rate for a n=1
TAE during the NBI heating phase of #52191.
For PNBI>2MW two distinct modes appear in the
frequency spectrum, but only the evolution of one
mode is plotted here for clarity.
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Figure 4a. The n=1 TAE frequency spectrum
before the beginning of the NBI heating phase of
#52191: here one single mode is found.

Figure 4b. The n=1 TAE frequency spectrum
during in #52191 for PNBI=3MW: here two modes
are clearly visible in the spectrum.

The mode frequency measured during the NBI heating phase is very close to that at the centre
of the toroidal gap, whereas the models reported in [10] could reproduce the observed
splitting only if the mode frequency was close to that at the top of the toroidal gap. Only in
such cases would the frequency separation between the two modes observed for PNBI<4MW,
be consistent with the predictions of Ref.[10]. On the other hand, the results presented in
Ref.[11] show that multiple weakly damped kAEs can appear closely spaced around the n=1
TAE frequency for a fixed background plasma when the ion temperature increases from
Ti0=1keV to Ti0=3keV. This prediction could be consistent with the results presented here, but
needs to be further refined because the q-profile used in the calculations is much flatter than
the experimental one, and, more importantly, the measured ion temperature increase is at least
a factor of two smaller than that assumed in the calculation. The effect of beam ions on the
dispersion relation for the shear Alfvén wave could give rise to two modes closely spaced in
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frequency [7]. By introducing in the cold plasma dielectric tensor a low-density, nb/ni<<1,
sub-Alfvénic, υb<<υA, population of fast ions moving along the direction of the magnetic
field, two solutions of the Alfvén wave dispersion relation are obtained pertubatively around
the Alfvén frequency as ω1,2=ωA(1±nbυbΩi/niυAωA)1/2=ωA±ωb, with ωb/ωA≈0.05.

4. Test of the Radiative Damping Model for n=1 TAEs

The dependence of γ/ω for n=1 TAEs on the ion Larmor radius ρi has been investigated in
plasmas with low magnetic shear to assess the significance of a damping mechanism resulting
from the coupling between TAEs and kinetic Alfvén waves [12]. This mechanism is modelled
as radiative damping in the kinetic code NOVA-K [13]. The radiative damping rate γ/ωRAD is
predicted to depend on ρi through the parameter λGAP=4(2/5)3/2(mσρi/r)(R/r)3/2(3/4+Te/Ti)

1/2,
evaluated at the gap position [13,14]. In the limit of small magnetic shear, σ<<√8/π, we have
γ/ωRAD=(π2/8)εmσGAP

2exp(-π3σGAP
2/27/2λGAP). Here εm=5rGAP/2RGAP, and RGAP is the mode

radial position along the major radius. In addition to the radiative damping, γ/ωRAD, NOVA-K
includes the Landau damping due to the trapped electrons, γ/ωELE, but does not include
continuum damping [15] nor a variety of toroidal mode conversion mechanisms, which
require a gyrokinetic modelling of the global wavefield [3].
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Figure 5. The measured frequency and damping
rate for a n=1 TAE during the ohmic heating
phase of #52206, compared with the radiative
and trapped electron contribution, as computed
by NOVA-K.

Figure 6. The dependence of the measured γ/ω
for n=1 TAEs upon λGAP in the ohmic phase of the
five discharges considered here: γ/ω≈1/λ for
2.5≤λ(10-2)≤3.5, whereas it becomes practically
independent on λ at higherλ, 3.5≤λ(10-2)≤5.

Figure 5 shows the measured and computed damping rates for a m/n=2/1 TAE during the
ohmic phase of a JET limiter discharge. The reduction of the mode frequency with the
toroidal magnetic field is well reproduced by the NOVA-K calculation. Conversely, the
computed damping rate (mainly from electron Landau damping) is about a factor 20 smaller
than the measured one, with the radiative damping being even smaller.

Figure 6 show an overview of the data considered for this comparison at fixed plasma shape
and magnetic shear, q0≈0.8, 2.5≤q95≤3 and 0.2≤σGAP≤0.3. The database covers a wide range
in the electron temperature and density at the gap location, respectively 1.6≤TeGAP(keV)≤2.5
and 1.5≤neGAP(1019m-3)≤2.9, which is the origin for the observed scatter in the data. We notice
the decrease in γ/ωMEAS≈1/λGAP for 2.5≤λGAP(10-2)≤3.5, whereas γ/ωMEAS becomes practically
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independent on λGAP at higher λGAP, 3.5≤λGAP(10-2)≤5. Further work is needed to resolve the
discrepancy between the theoretical damping models analysed here and the experimental
results. To improve the modelling of the low-n TAE stability limits in JET, the missing
damping mechanism needs to be identified for the experimental conditions reported here. To
this aim, detailed comparisons with other models could be useful. Second, according to the
NOVA-K predictions, the radiative damping is expected to increase with the toroidal mode
number and the ion Larmor radius. Thus the radiative damping model needs to be further
tested in these experimental conditions.

5. New high-n TAE antennas

The present JET Saddle Coil system can only excite low-n AEs. This system has been unique
in providing large amounts of data on the frequency, damping rates and mode structure of
AEs in a variety of plasma conditions. As discussed in this presentation such data is important
to understand the physics of wave-particle interaction in the AE range of frequencies, and
specifically to benchmark theoretical predictions for the stability of low-n AEs in ITER.
However, AEs with intermediate to high mode numbers are also expected to be important in
ITER. Building on the existing system, a new set of antennas to drive AEs with intermediate-
n (up to n≈10÷15) is being designed for future installation on JET.
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particularly T.Bolzonella, C.Giroud, T.C.Hender, F.Milani, S.D.Pinches, V.Riccardo,
O.Sauter, and K.-D.Zastrow. This work has been conducted under the European Fusion
Development Agreement. D.Testa and A.Fasoli were partly supported by DoE contract No.
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